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ABSTRACT

In the National Development Plan, cooperatives and agriculture development are identified as possible solutions for addressing rural poverty and unemployment, especially among the youth. However, according to most research/literature, agricultural cooperatives fail for many reasons, including but not limited to lack of capital, incompetent management and organizational deficiencies. This study applied a qualitative analysis to the qualitative data using a case study of Zanokhanyo Food Security Cooperative (ZFSC) in Ndabakazi, Butterworth. Interviews with the project members, ex-members, extension officers and youth were conducted through a semi-structured questionnaire administered in IsiXhosa. According to the results, lack of intensive production resulting in very low incomes is one of the reasons why projects such as ZFSC fail to attract young people and provide employment for rural people. Agricultural extension advisory services play a very limited role because of their generalist approach; they lack depth of knowledge about diverse agricultural subject areas. This study recommends that agricultural extension and the farmers’ support system be improved by employing or outsourcing specialists to cater to the needs of agricultural cooperatives in order to improve the productivity and income of agricultural cooperatives.

1. INTRODUCTION

According to the International Cooperative Alliance (ICA) (2013), cooperatives are ‘autonomous association of persons united voluntarily to meet their mutual economic, social, and cultural needs and aspirations through a jointly-owned and democratically-controlled enterprise’ ii. There are various types of cooperatives around the world and in South Africa, among them agricultural cooperatives, the focus of this article. Agricultural cooperatives produce, process and market agricultural products and supply agricultural inputs and services to their members (DAFF, 2015). Like the rest of the agricultural sector, agricultural cooperatives are envisaged to play an important role in reducing poverty (NPC, 2011).

Like many developing nations, South Africa battles poverty. Empirical evidence suggests that 95% of people living in all facets of poverty (multidimensional) is widely spread among Black Africans, households headed by women and people living in rural areas (Fransman & Yu, 2019;
Cheteni et al., 2019). The Eastern Cape province and KwaZulu Natal are the poorest provinces in the country. One half of all people living in poverty in South Africa live in one of these two provinces (Fransman & Yu, 2019). Moreover, this multi-dimensional poverty correlates with high unemployment rates, particularly among the youth (StatsSA, 2017; De Lannoy et al., 2018; Fransman & Yu, 2019).

Agriculture is often viewed as one possible solution to address poverty and unemployment especially in the rural areas (Machete, 2004; Lyne et al., 2018; Magano et al., 2013; Wessels & Nel, 2016). The National Planning Commission’s National Development Plan places agriculture at the centre of rural economic growth, development and employment creation (NPC, 2011). In this regard, across the globe, agricultural cooperatives have been widely acknowledged as a vehicle to uplift poor people from deep poverty in developing countries, including South Africa (see Ortmann & King, 2007; Mojo et al., 2017; Sebhatu et al., 2020; Yobe et al., 2020).

On the one hand, the South African government has invested a significant sum of resources into agricultural cooperatives. In 2014–15, the Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry (DAFF) spent R178 million to support agricultural cooperatives. On the other hand, there is overwhelming evidence of failed agricultural cooperatives and few success stories despite an increase in registered cooperatives in South Africa. A 2009 report by the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) showed that the mortality rate of food and agricultural cooperatives was 89% compared to the 11% survival rate (DTI, 2012).

Besides the National Cooperative Association of South Africa (NCSA) survey in 2001 and a 2020 study by Yobe et al., few studies have evaluated the impact of agricultural cooperatives at the national level. In the Eastern Cape, there is also a paucity of such studies. Many studies have focused on specific cases (e.g. Magano et al., 2013; Dyaluvane, 2015; Gwiriri & Bennett, 2020), in this way limiting the scope of knowledge about the performance of agricultural cooperatives. Nevertheless, each specific case, though only making a small contribution individually, adds to the existing body of knowledge. Likewise, this article attempts to give insight into why the Zanokhanyo Food Security agricultural cooperative has failed to provide employment and attract youth.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW: YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT, AGRICULTURAL COOPERATIVES AND THE ROLE OF AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION

2.1 Youth unemployment in South Africa

Like poverty, unemployment is a serious challenge facing South Africa. According to Statistics South Africa (2020), in the fourth quarter of 2019, 6.73 million people were unemployed, representing 29.1% of the country’s population. The same report shows that the Eastern Cape had a 40% unemployment rate. Of concern regarding the unemployment challenge is the youth,
by far the most affected age group – about 42% of people between ages 18–25 were unemployed (StatsSA, 2015). Figure 1 below, from the Youth Unemployment Report, summarises the picture of youth unemployment in the country by age cohorts from the year 2000 to the year 2016.

The analysis in Figure 1 from De Lannoy et al. (2018) depicts that across all of the youth age groups, unemployment started to drop between 2004 and 2008. However, since the global economic crisis of 2009, it has returned to the levels of the early 2000s. Although there has been some economic recovery since 2009, youth employment rates have not recovered, and certainly, for the youngest age cohort (15–29-year-olds), the unemployment rate has worsened. According to De Lannoy et al. (2018), the increases are mostly driven by increased discouragement among young people regarding seeking employment. This discouragement is associated with the cost of seeking work and lack of qualifications, skills and work experience, including a lack of social networks (Patel et al., 2020).

2.2 Agricultural cooperatives

There are various types of cooperatives around the world and in South Africa; among those, there are also agricultural cooperatives. Agricultural cooperatives are those that produce, process and market agricultural products and supply agricultural inputs and services to their members (DAFF, 2015). According to the ICA (2013), there are seven principles guiding the operations of cooperatives:

- Voluntary and open membership
- Democratic member control
- Member economic participation
- Autonomy and independence
Education, training and information
Cooperation among cooperatives
Concern for community

These principles are based on the values of self-help, self-responsibility, equality, equity and solidarity (ICA, 2013). The South African cooperatives, according to the Cooperative Act of 2005, are also formed based on these values. Cook and Illiopoulos (2000) refer to cooperatives formed on the above principles and values as traditional cooperatives. While there is a lack of reliable data on cooperatives in the country due to poor or lack of coordination among cooperatives, a Department of Agriculture and Forestry report shows that KwaZulu-Natal, Limpopo, North West and Mpumalanga provinces have the highest number of agricultural cooperatives, in descending order. The Eastern Cape has the fifth most agricultural cooperatives of any province, with 202 agricultural cooperatives (DAFF, 2015). In terms of commodities, crop cooperatives constitute most of the agricultural cooperatives in South Africa, followed by livestock cooperatives. In the Eastern Cape, the same trend is observable, with 61 crop cooperatives and 36 livestock cooperatives (DAFF, 2015).

2.3 The rationale behind cooperatives

Globally, cooperatives continue to be viewed as one of the catalysts of promoting economic growth by creating employment, increasing income and reducing poverty (Mojo et al., 2017; Sebhatu et al., 2020). In South Africa, cooperatives have also played a crucial role in the development of white commercial farmers in South Africa, mainly during the apartheid era (Ortmann & King, 2006). The post-apartheid government has also acknowledged the potential benefits of cooperatives. Cooperatives have many benefits for both the government and citizens given the limited resources of the government and high unemployment and poverty levels in South Africa. Cooperatives offer an opportunity to address all these issues at once through achieving economies of scale, economies of scope, increasing bargaining power, community participation and development, stability, innovation and legal protection, which are generated when people come together rather than focusing on individuals (DTI, 2012). For example, resources, such as land, machinery and transport, are easily accessible when farmers pool their resources together, since the costs are shared. Furthermore, the markets are better secured in a group, especially given the nature of small-scale farming in South Africa. Moreover, the services that farmers require from the government – for example, inputs, machinery and extension services – are more affordable than when the government funds individuals. The end goal of these benefits is economic growth and employment creation (Wessels & Nel, 2016). In 2012, the DTI launched an integrated strategy for the development and promotion of cooperatives with the following vision:

---

2 Small-scale farmers produce low outputs individually and are scattered over wide geographical areas (see, for example, Aliber, 2019b).
The vision of cooperatives is to move towards a growing, self-sustainable and integrated sector supported by all stakeholders, contributing to economic growth, poverty reduction and employment creation, as well as assisting in bringing about economic transformation and equitable society in South Africa (DTI, 2012: 11).

Cooperatives also form part of the Comprehensive Rural Development Programme (CRDP) approved in 2009. The CRDP focuses on, among other things, the establishment of rural business initiatives, agro-industries and cooperatives in villages and small towns. The success of cooperative can be measured more than one dimensions, for example, economic and social dimensions (Mann & Stoinescu, 2020). While the cooperative vision in South Africa is clearly envisaged to improve the livelihoods of the poor, there are very few success stories.

2.4 Reasons behind cooperative failure in South Africa

Ortmann and King (2006) contend that an understanding of the reasons behind the failure of cooperatives in the former homelands is imperative in order to proactively avoid similar occurrences in the future. Poor management, lack of training, conflict among members and insufficient funds were found to be the major causes of failure in Limpopo by van der Walt (2005). This sentiment was also shared by van Niekerk (1988). Both these authors further state that members of failed cooperatives did not understand the purpose of the cooperative, how it should function and what their rights were. They attribute this to a lack of education and training. These aforementioned variables, together with poor managerial aptitude, age, size and governance, were found to be the major influential factors in agricultural cooperative efficiency, the lack of which ultimately results in cooperative failure (Yobe et al., 2020). While a majority of agricultural cooperatives in South Africa are financially inefficient (Yobe et al., 2020), the efficiency of agricultural cooperatives is an important factor, as it determines the profits and dividends for each member and contributes to the members’ livelihood. Table 1 below summarises some of the commonly cited reasons for agricultural cooperative failure in South Africa.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason for coop failure</th>
<th>Author/studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lack of/poor management</td>
<td>Machete, 1990; Van der Walt 2005; van Niekerk, 1988; DTI, 2012; Dlamini, 2010; Wessels &amp; Nel, 2016; Emanuel &amp; Nhlanhla, 2014; Yobe et al., 2020; Manenzhe, et al., 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict among members</td>
<td>DTI, 2012; Wessels &amp; Nel, 2016; Nefale, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insufficient/inadequate funds</td>
<td>Van der Walt, 2005; Emmanuel &amp; Nhlanhla, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsistence nature of farming</td>
<td>Machete, 1990; Dyaluvane, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market access &amp; marketing skills</td>
<td>DTI, 2012; Wessels &amp; Nel, 2016; Dlamini, 2010; Mazibuko &amp; Satgar, 2009; Chibanda et al., 2009; Nefale, 2016; Dyaluvane, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of/low education</td>
<td>Ortmann &amp; King, 2007; Dlamini, 2010; Chibanda et al., 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free rider problem</td>
<td>Ortmann &amp; King, 2007; Dlamini, 2010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Insecure property rights | Ortman & King, 2007; Dlamini, 2010
Lack of transparency, accountability and democratic governance | Gwiriri & Bennett, 2020

Source: Author’s synthesis of literature

Aliber (2019b) has described most of the project approaches to the smallholder development that plays a part in agricultural cooperatives as problematic and dysfunctional. He alludes that, in some instances, people group themselves for the sake of attracting funding rather than because they are interested in the projects. He further laments that this is exacerbated by the culture of entitlement of smallholder farmers.

2.5 Role of agricultural extension in cooperative development

Agricultural extension is defined as ‘all the different activities that provide the information and advisory services that are needed and demanded by farmers and other actors in agri-food systems and rural development’ (Christoplos, 2010: 2). Agricultural extension has an important role in farmer and agricultural cooperative development (Gwiriri & Bennett, 2020). This is especially true for smallholder farmers in South Africa, particularly in the Eastern Cape, where a majority of smallholders rely on public agricultural extension (Aliber et al., 2017). The role of agricultural extension is even greater for agricultural cooperatives for numerous reasons. First, the state invests significant sums of money in agricultural cooperatives, and therefore, to ensure the growth of this investment, cooperatives should perform efficiently. Second, the state saves resources through cooperatives because, as previously argued, cooperatives use fewer resources to help many farmers at once. This is particularly true for the higher extension-to-farmer ratio of 1:965 among smallholders (see Lukhalo, 2017). Furthermore, agricultural cooperatives need more capabilities to succeed as we have seen in the reasons for their failure (Table 1) – these skills range from managerial skills, conflict management and resolution skills and marketing and production skills beyond subsistence. However, the question is how well is public agricultural extension playing its role in supporting agricultural cooperatives? Does it have enough capable human capacity to perform this huge and important role, and if the answer is ‘no’, what should be done to provide advisory support to agricultural cooperatives? These are some of the important questions agricultural extension policy makers should carefully contemplate. To address these questions, some lessons can be taken from outsourced agricultural extension, which seems to be doing better than public extension (see for example Lyne et al., 2018; Baiyegunhi et al., 2019).

3. DATA, APPROACH AND THE CASE STUDY – ZANOKHANYO FOOD SECURITY COOPERATIVE (ZFSC)

Interviews were conducted in July 2019 with a) three current members of ZFSC, 2) five dropped-out members and 3) ten unemployed young people in Ejojweni village. Young people were defined as those between the ages of 18–35 years and unemployed as people who have
not been working but were looking for employment at the time of the survey (De Lannoy et al., 2018). A semi-structured questionnaire with open-ended questions was administered in the local language (isiXhosa). The project had close to 60 members when it was still more active, according to the respondents. However, other respondents who dropped out had passed away. While this sample cannot be deemed well representative, it is at least big enough to allow some reasonable analysis. The author visited the project site and then used data from Statistics South Africa and Google Maps to get further details about the study site. The approach to data analysis adopted here is basic qualitative analysis.

ZFSC is located in Ejojweni, a Butterworth village. The cooperative was established in 2002 by the Department of Social Development in collaboration with the provincial Department of Agriculture for the Ndabakazi community, comprising the three villages in Table 2 below.

Table 2 ZFSC beneficiary villages and their details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Village</th>
<th>Number of households</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Working age</th>
<th>Dependence ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ejojweni</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>645</td>
<td>51.2%</td>
<td>95.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Komkulu</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>675</td>
<td>50.5%</td>
<td>97.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elengeni</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>469</td>
<td>55.2%</td>
<td>81.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>443</td>
<td>1,789</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Ndabakazi, like many rural villages, is characterized by poverty and alarmingly high unemployment rates as shown by the high dependence ratio (see Table 2). However, there is a significant amount of arable land, although it is unevenly distributed (Zantsi, 2016). There is a growing trend of declining arable field cultivation currently taking place in many parts of the Eastern Cape (Blair et al., 2018), including Ndabakazi (see Zantsi & Bester, 2019). The Department of Social Development initiated the project ZFSC, through which it negotiated with the owners of fields to sign an agreement stating that their fallow fields may be used by the project to produce crops, poultry and piggery. The project has access to 415 hectares of land with two buildings for raising poultry and pigs (see Figure 2). According to the few (3) remaining members, the project started with approximately 60 members, of which 90% were old people, with youth only making up around 10% of the members.
To date, only three members remain with the project, and only minimal production takes place. At the time of the visits, only a small batch of broilers (less than 50) were raised, and only small patches of fields were ploughed (not planted), as shown in Figure 2. The members complained about a lack of operational budget and human capital, frequent droughts and unreliable markets. The remaining members were three females, two in their 50s and one in her 60s. The project owned two tractors with ploughs, discs, a boom spray and a trailer. Recently the project received funds from an NGO and bought a bakkie. Unfortunately, efforts to obtain production and membership records over the years were not successful. The researchers also noticed some reluctance from the chairperson to share such information with him. The reason for this were not clear. Two extension officers or agricultural advisors were also interviewed to get insights about agricultural coops in the district and specifically about ZFSC. The main question asked was why agricultural coops fail and fail to attract youth. Follow up questions were asked for clarity and elaboration. Among the interviewed officers, one has worked with ZFSC from 2010 to date, taking over from a retired officer, who has worked with ZFSC from its inception. The other officer works with nearby coops in the districts in other wards.

4. PRODUCTION PERFORMANCE OF ZFSC AND HOW IT FAILS TO ATTRACT YOUTH

Results from interviews conducted with members, ex-members and young people around the village of Ejojweni confirmed many of the reasons associated with agricultural cooperative failure identified in literature. Maize, dry beans and vegetables were the major crops once produced by ZFSC while it was still more active. In addition to these crops, ZFSC also produced pigs and broilers. Although production statistics could not be found, it was mentioned that production was at a reasonable scale, and most of the produce was sold to generate income.
for members. The tractor was also used to generate income by hiring it out to plough gardens and fields around the nearby villages at a cost of about R350 per garden or per hour for a field. Regarding social relations and dividends, results from interviews show that in ZFSC, like many cooperatives, there were conflicts among members about management of funds, sharing of profits and task allocation. This finding resonates with the noted lack of transparency, poor governance and democratic rule in agricultural cooperatives that betray the imbalanced power relations reported by Gwiriri and Bennett (2020). The youth and the majority of the ex-members of ZFSC complained that they received very little money from the project. Insights from the interviews show that, depending on how frequently a member had been present on working days, the income per member ranged between R1500 and R2000 annually. Respondents did claim that in addition to receiving this income, members also received farm produce, such as unmarketable vegetables or maize cobs; these results corroborate findings from Magano et al. (2013) about the sharing of produce among agricultural cooperative members. These benefits notwithstanding, respondents also raised some complaints about how ZFSC was run. One ex-member youth complained that when the project was still active, the physical workload tended to fall on their shoulders (because the majority of the members were elderly persons) while dividends were shared equally. The tone of the responses suggests that they think this was unfair. This was not only flagged as a problem in ZFSC – a similar finding in Limpopo was reported in Thaba’s (2016) study among the dysfunctional projects.

The low share of dividends mostly resulted from the fact that production was not intensive, and crop production was largely dependent on dryland production. For example, crop production occurred only during rainy seasons. Other contributing factors included droughts in bad years and late arrival of funds, which resulted in missing the production season and suffering financial constraints. In the case of poultry and piggery, inability to secure contracts with formal markets and a lack of intensive production skills were major challenges that seemed to be prominent according to respondents. According to rough estimates from Uys’ (2018) article on poultry housing basics, the poultry houses are big enough to accommodate a rotation of four batches (100 chickens per batch). Therefore, if this production plan could be fully tapped by ZFSC with a reliable market, it could significantly improve the profits of the project and, in turn, the income of its members. Moreover, the income could be earned on a monthly basis, making it a reliable source of income for members trying to make ends meet. With regard to crops, irrigation would go a long way toward intensifying production. There are two nearby dams – one needs to be rebuilt, however. None of these dams are used for irrigation. While this could be limited by funding constraints, there was little indication that this was under consideration and planned for the future.

4.1 Perspective of unemployed youth who are not and have never been members of ZFSC

In addition to young people who were members of ZFSC, youth who have never been a part of ZFSC were also interviewed. These respondents expressed a general sentiment of the difficulty
of finding employment. The underlying reasons included lack of qualifications, work experience and network connections – similar to what other studies reported (Patel et al., 2020). According to respondents, to deal with this frustration, a majority of young people, particularly males, flock to local taverns to share beers or other alcoholic drinks. While there was a preference for non-agricultural work among the respondents, a majority (80%) did not mind working in agriculture, as they had already done so part-time in a similar agricultural cooperative established in the area a few years ago. What seemed to be important to the respondents was work that pays regularly – for example, per day, per week or per month – which was not the case in ZFSC. These findings resonate with what the existing literature reports – that youth are reluctant to work in the fields with their parents, and in the rare cases that they do, they demand compensation (Hull, 2014; De La Hey & Beinart, 2016).

4.2 Extension advisory service to ZFSC

Agricultural extension is envisaged to play a key role in the development of agricultural cooperatives by providing appropriate advice. However, in the case of ZFSC, expert advice on improving productivity seemed to have been lacking. According to the members of ZFSC, their assigned extension officers who were responsible for advising the project never brought the idea of irrigation and broiler rotation production to the attention of the members. This is probably the first officer who worked with ZFSC from its inception until 2010. The failure of extension officers to bring these suggestions could mean two things: one, that cooperatives receive less attention from the agricultural advisors (this was confirmed by the respondents that they see advisors after 3-6 months); and two that agricultural advisors are simply not specialists in intensive crop and poultry production. The first point relates to the high ratio of extension officer to farmer (1:965) pointed out by Lukhalo (2017).

When asked about the reasons for failure of agricultural cooperatives, the interviewed extension officers confirmed the reasons cited in the literature, conflicts, lack of funds, poor productivity and lack of youth involvement as well as free rider problems. The other reason was that these coops are formed for the sake of attracting funding by recruiting or convincing uninterested people in farming to join then when funds have been finished only a few people continue with the project. This point resonates with findings from Aliber (2019b). The extension officer working with ZFSC, did confirm however, that low productivity and production due to reliance on rainfall limits the project from attracting youth and other people from joining ZFSC. The officer also confirmed that he has suggested installing of irrigation from the nearby dam (see Figure 2), but funding is still a challenge. However, he had not suggested broiler rotation, probably because he specialise on crop production. This runs against the suggestion by Terblanche (2008) that extensionists should at least be experts in one field of agriculture. Reliance solely on project members for the management of cooperatives is common in South Africa (see Magano et al., 2013). The aforementioned authors also view this as a setback for creating more employment. This is because, as seems to be the case in ZFSC, project members and managers do not have the skills for intensive farming, and they tend to
rely on subsistence methods of production (Machete, 1990). This leads to poor productivity and less competitiveness, which are crucial in the rest of the South African agricultural sector (D’Haese & Bostyn, 2001; Genis, 2015). On the one hand, Manenzhe, Zwane and Van Niekerk (2020) argue that sound business knowledge and farming skills are key to the success of cooperatives, while on the other hand, Magagula and Tsvakirai (2020) have provided evidence of youth’s interest in agriculture and agribusiness participation. The combination of these ideas may be indicative of the potential of that exist in agricultural cooperatives for creating employment and business opportunities for young people.

5. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Agricultural cooperatives indeed have the potential to increase the income of rural households and create employment while transferring skills to the youth. However, this needs to be facilitated through support and relevant extension advice as well as committed members. With cooperatives such as ZFSC, the idea of attracting youth and increasing rural income will hardly be achieved unless intensive production measures are implemented, and competent training is given to the members. This can be done through hiring expert managers or specialised agricultural extensionists, for example. This can also have other benefits, such as creating or instilling an entrepreneurial spirit in the youth and giving them sound practical experience in intensive farming, which could breed a generation of black commercial farmers. Given the case of ZFSC, it is recommended that specialist extension officers be employed to improve production, ultimately improving income, and attract young people. However, feasibility studies would need to be conducted before commencing with such an idea. Further, research with detailed data will go a long way in giving a full picture of the causes of failure in ZFSC, as this study has partially looked at one possible reason with limited information. Besides poor productivity, there are other possible factors related to why agricultural cooperatives fail, such as rural-urban migration, high operational costs, drought, poor market prices, unrealistic expectations and poor agricultural and management skills. Future work could explore these factors with sufficient data and statistical analysis.
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